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Each hazard analysis technique is based on a model of accident causation. Most accident models regard
accidents as resulting from a chain or sequence of events, such models are fit for accidents caused by fail-
ures of physical components and for relatively simple systems, but suffer from serious deficiencies when
they are applied to software-intensive, complex engineering systems. Recently, a new accident model
called System-Theoretic Accident Models and Process (STAMP) for system safety has been proposed, it
is based on control theory and enforces constraints on hazards and thereby prevent accidents. In this
paper, taking the China–Jiaoji railway accident happened on April 28, 2008 as an example, the STAMP
approach has been used to analyze the railway accident and some improvement measures have been pro-
posed. As the occurrence of one accident can cause many other accidents happen, based on the STAMP-
based analysis, the accident spreading processes have also been discussed and modeled, which will be
helpful to analyze accidents spreading in a broad sense and establish effective emergent measures for
accident response management.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

On the morning of April 28, 2008, a major railway accident hap-
pened between Wangcun and Zhoucun, near Zibo, in Shandong
province, People’s Republic of China. Train T195 from Beijing to Sif-
ang railway station in Qingdao derailed at 04:38 China Standard
Time (CST) on the inside (left) track around a bend and train
5034 from Yantai to Xuzhou, coming from the other direction on
the outside track, collided with it at the K290 + 940 m mileage
marker on the double tracked Jiaoji Railway at approximately
04:41 CST. The accident caused 72 fatalities and 416 injuries
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2008_China_Railways_train_T195
_accident). Many media and officials reported and investigated this
accident, almost all of them thought the accident was due to
human errors. Some people were arrested for their mistakes, the
director general of the Jinan railway bureau and the bureau’s Party
chief were sacked. However, about half a year latter, on October 13,
train DJ5506 from Qingdao to Xuzhou railway station in Jinan rail-
way run at 42 km/h over the speed limit for 8750 meters and 3 min
and 23 s. It is fortunate that there was no injuries happened, but
we should take a deep thought on why accident analysis and re-
sponse in the past seem useless. This is just as Nancy Leveson said
ll rights reserved.

), torrent1978@gmail.com (L.
u.cn (Q. Fei).
in her paper (Leveson, 2008), ‘‘We don’t seem to be making much
progress lately in reducing accidents in most industries. Major
accidents keep occurring that seem preventable and that have sim-
ilar systemic causes. Too often, we fail to learn from the past and
make inadequate changes in response to accidents.” In this paper,
a systematic accident model called STAMP will be used to analyze
the China–Jiaoji railway accident.

Accident Models can explain why accidents occur and play
fundamental role in investigating and analyzing accidents. In
the past, there are several types of accident models proposed.
One type of accident models is the sequential accident models,
which view accident causation as the result of a chain of discrete
events that occur in a temporal order. The Domino theory pro-
posed by Heinrich in the 1940s (Ferry, 1988) belongs to this
class of accident models. In this theory there are five factors in
the accident sequence, namely, social environment and heredity,
fault of the person, unsafe acts or conditions, accident, injury.
These five factors are arranged in a domino fashion which cause
the fall of the first domino result in the fall of the entire row.
This kind of accident models are fit for accidents caused by fail-
ures of physical components or human errors in relatively sim-
ple systems (Qureshi, 2007). However, many accidents have
more than one contributing factor. So another type of accident
models—Epidemiological Accident models have been proposed,
which regard events leading to accidents as analogous to the
spreading of a disease. Reason has made deep studies on this
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Fig. 1. A basic process control loop in STPA (Niwa, 2009).
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type of accident models (Reason, 1990, 1997). But epidemiolog-
ical models simply regard organization mistakes as management
errors and do not consider the effect of organization culture
while they emphasize on linear causality relationships and did
not consider the non-linear relationships, including the feedback.
However, the types of systems we are attempting to build and
the context in which they are built has been changing. Systems
become more complex and system components interact with
each other in more complicated manners. So some more effec-
tive models are needed and then the systemic accident models
have been proposed (Hollnagel, 2004). Systemic accident models
view accidents as emergent phenomena, which arises due to
complicated interactions between system components that may
lead to degradation of system performance, or result in an acci-
dent (Qureshi, 2007).

Railway accidents cause a great number of casualties every
year in our world. Causal analysis of railway accidents has at-
tracted a lot of interest by many researchers. Santos-Reyes
et al., by use of a systemic method, have respectively analyzed
two accidents—the Paddington railway collision, occurred on 5
October 1999 (Santos-Reyes and Beard, 2006) and the Edge Hill
railway accident, occurred on Sunday 9 May 1999 in Liverpool,
England (Santos-Reyes and Beard, 2008). They have identified
many ‘learning points’, which are relevant for preventing similar
accidents on the railways. Fukuda, from the standpoint of effec-
tive and efficient safety management of railway transport, has
described the definition of accidents, method of accident analy-
sis, possibility of accident analysis, problems, etc. in railways
(Fukuda, 2002). Niwa thought that a new accident analysis
method should be proposed to analyze railway accidents because
traditional analysis methods are difficult to find causes of the re-
cent compound accidents with technologies developing day by
day (Niwa, 2009).

A new type of systemic accident models called Systems-Theo-
retic Accident Model and Processes (STAMP) recently has been
proposed by Levenson (2004). This model considers technical
(including hardware and software), human and organizational
factors in complex socio-technical systems. In the STAMP ap-
proach, accidents in complex systems do not simply occur due
to independent component failures, rather they occur when
external disturbances or dysfunctional interactions among system
components are not adequately handled by the control system.
Accidents therefore are not caused by a series of events but from
inappropriate or inadequate control or enforcement of safety-re-
lated constraints on the development, design, and operation of
the system. This STAMP accident model has been used to analyze
many major accidents, such as a public water supply contamina-
tion accident happed in a small town of Walkerton, Ontario, Can-
ada (Leveson, 2002), a Friendly Fire Accident (Leveson et al.,
2002). In this paper, we will use the STAMP approach to analyze
the railways accident, the China–Jiaoji railway accident is used as
an example. As the occurrence of one accident can cause many
other accidents happen, based on STAMP analysis, the accident
spreading process will be also discussed, which will be helpful
to analyze accidents spreading in a broad sense and establish
effective emergent measures for accident response management.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 intro-
duces the STAMP-based accident analysis approach briefly, the
railway control structure to ensure train safety has been pro-
posed. In Section 3, the first accident in China–Jiaoji railway acci-
dent has been analyzed and some improvement measures have
been proposed to prevent future ones. The second accident and
improvement measures have been discussed in Section 4. Then,
the accident spreading processes have been briefly discussed in
Section 5. Finally, what we get in our paper is summarized in Sec-
tion 6, and the future directions are proposed.
2. STAMP-based accident analysis

Each hazard analysis technique is based on a model of accident
causation. The STAMP model of accident causation can be used to
perform STAMP-Based Hazard Analysis (STPA). In STAMP model,
the most basic concept is not an event, but a constraint. The cause
of an accident, instead of being understood in terms of a series of
events, is viewed as the result of a lack of constraints imposed
on the systems design and on operations (Levenson, 2004). In the
STPA process, hazards are thought to be eliminated or controlled
through system design. Fig. 1 presents a basic process control loop
in STPA (Herring et al., 2007). Based on systems control theory, the
following requirements must be satisfied for the system controller
to achieve its objective (Levenson, 2004; Kohda, 2008): (1) the con-
troller must have a goal to achieve; (2) the controller must be able
to affect the state of controlled process; (3) the controller must be
(or have) a model of the controlled process; (4) the controller must
be able to estimate the state of the controlled process. As can be
seen in the Fig. 1, the controlled process is subject to process inputs
and disturbances. The process output may become input into an-
other linked process control loop.

Based on the basic process loop, a system accident can occur
due to its dysfunction, which may be caused not only by its com-
ponent failure, but also by an incorrect system model or incorrect
control rules. STAMP provides a useful classification of control flaw
leading to hazard (Levenson, 2004). This classification can be seen
in the Fig. 2.

To analyze causal factors of a system accident, the procedure of
STAMP-based accident analysis can be described as follow (Leve-
son, 2002): (1) To identify the hazard involved in the loss. (2)
The hierarchical safety control structure related to the hazard is
constructed and the constraints necessary to control the hazard
are identified for each controller. (3) Starting from the technical
process and using the proximate events and general application
knowledge, any failures and dysfunctional interactions (including
communication problems) involved in the loss are identified. (4)
For each constraint, a determination is made about why it was vio-
lated: either the constraint was never identified and enforced or
the enforcement was inadequate. In addition, Any human decisions
should be understood in terms of (at least): the information avail-
able to the decision maker as well as any required information that
was not available, the behavior-shaping mechanisms (the context
and pressures on the decision making process), the value struc-
tures underlying the decision, and any flaws in the mental models
of those making the decisions (Leveson, 2002).

In this paper, we will apply the STAMP approach to analyze the
railway accident. Fig. 3 shows the hierarchical control structure to
ensure the safe operation of trains in China, starting form the



Fig. 2. A classification of control flaws leading to hazard.

Fig. 3. The hierarchical control structure to ensure the safe operation of trains in china.
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Chinese government providing guidelines and legislations down to
the train involved in the accident. At the lowest level in the control
structure is the driver who not only directly controls the train, but
also has the responsibility to provide the operation reports and
problem reports to local railway stations and the corresponding
railway bureaux. The local railway stations are responsible for
implementing the ‘‘Vehicle Integrated Control” with the driver to
confirm the safe operation requirements, while it must report the
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problems and incidents to the corresponding railway bureau. The
railway bureaux have the responsibility for making regulations,
standards, certifications and legal penalties for its dominated rail-
ways administrations while they must report the incidents and
accidents to the ministry, and in some special cases they must send
directly the temporary control commands to the drivers. The min-
istry of railways is responsible for making the uniform rules and
regulations and standards for the Chinese railways with the super-
vision of their execution.

Under this control structure, the China–Jiaoji railway accident
on April 28, 2008 will be taken as an example to analyze the casual
factors and thereby provide some improvement measures. When
one train is running on railways, it is confronted with many kinds
of dangers, such as derailment, collision, falling from a bridge. In
fact, there were two accidents happened in the China–Jiaoji rail-
way accident: the derailment of train T195 and the collision be-
tween train T195 and train 5034. The latter accident could be
thought as the spreading of the former accident. Based on the
STAMP approach, these two accidents will be analyzed respectively
in following two sections.
3. STAMP-based analysis on the first accident—derailment of
train T195

3.1. Accident process

The accident occurred on the morning of April 28, 2008, be-
tween Wangcun and Zhoucun, near Zibo, in Shandong province,
People’s Republic of China. Train T195 from Beijing to Sifang rail-
way station in Qingdao derailed at 04:38 China Standard Time
(CST) on the inside (left) track around a bend (http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/2008_China_Railways_train_T195_accident). The acci-
dent occurred as follow:

� March 2008 – Jinan railway bureau issued traffic control com-
mand number 4240, limiting the speed of Jiaoji railway
K290 + 784 to K293 + 780 temporarily to 80 km/h.

� April 23 – Jinan railway bureau issued traffic control file number
154, changing the working diagram from April 28, changing the
speed limit K290 + 784 to K293 + 780 from temporary to long-
term limit. This file was only published on Jinan railway
bureau’s website and delivered by a relatively slow post mail,
and Beijing railway bureau was in the cc. list.

� April 26 – The scheduler in Jinan railway bureau issued traffic
control command number 4158, canceling temporary traffic
control commands that were previously issued. As the scheduler
thought the context of file 154 had been carried out and the
speed limit in that section had amended to long-term limit,
the command 4240 was also cancelled. However, this command
arrived at the Beijing railways bureau earlier than file 154, so
that the speed limit for train T195 in that section of railway
was restored to 140 km/h.

� The driver of train 2245 reported to the duty man in Zhoucun
railway station about the conflict between the command and
the file.

� April 28 �02:30 – Lu Min, the director in duty of Jinan west train
schedule duty room, reported to the scheduler in duty, the train
2557’s driver noticed the speed limit sign was 80 km/h while the
LKJ transport monitor on train displayed as 120 km/h when he
was passing down Zhoucun–Wangcun in K293 + 780 M to
K290 + 784 M.

� April 28 �02:35 – Pu Xiaojun, the train scheduler in duty, imme-
diately telephoned Wu Haichun, the director in duty of Jinan
locomotive terminal about the speed limit. Wu Haichun said,
the train 2245’s driver had also reported to him about the prob-
lem. The scheduled asked about the speed limit in transport
monitor, but Wu said he did not know because the one who is
able to change the chip is not directed by the locomotive termi-
nal, but by the electrical terminal.

� April 28 �02:40 – The scheduler told to the driver of the next
train, train 5025, when passing the railway section, if the speed
limit show on the signal is different from the speed limit in
train’s LKJ (Cab signalling) monitor, passing the section at speed
of 80 km/h.

� April 28�03:00 – Pu Xiaojun, the scheduler in duty, asked Zhou-
cun East and Wangcun stations’ schedulers to tell train drivers
for up and down directions, passing the railway section still
under the requirement of commands 4240 and 4241 at 80 km/h.

� April 28 �03:50 – Sui Fuhai, another scheduler in duty, asked
train T25’s driver what the speed limit was between Wangcun
and Zhoucun East. The driver had not passed that section, so
he told the scheduler he did not know about it. Then Sui asked
the driver to limit the speed to 80 km/h there. When the train
passed, the driver told the scheduler the onboard system was
shown as limited to 145 km/h there.

� April 28 �03:55 – Sui Fuhai contacted the T195’s driver. There
was a long talk, but the scheduler did not clearly tell the driver
to limit the speed between Wangcun and Zhoucun east. Since
train T195 was late and behind schedule, Sui asked the driver
to drive faster, ‘‘Do rush on the way.” The driver confirmed.

� April 28 04:02 – Jinan railway bureau issued command 4443
and 4444 according to Jinan railway transport mail File [2008]
No. 154, required to recheck the speed limit, but the traffic con-
trol command was not sent to train T195.

� April 28 �04:28, the T195 approached to Wangcun station.
According to the regulation, the assistant in Wangcun station
must contact with the T195’s driver and told the driver to limit
the speed to 80 km/h, but he did not do this because he saw the
T25 had passed that section normally a moment before and
thereby thought the T195’s driver also knew the speed limit.

� April 28 �04:38, the T195 derailed on the inside (left) track
around a bend.

3.2. Causal analysis

3.2.1. The system hazards, system safety constraints, and control
structure

According the procedure of STAMP-based accident analysis, the
first step is to identify the system hazards, the system safety con-
straints, and the hierarchical control structure in place to enforce
the constraints. The system hazard related to the China–Jiaoji rail-
way accident is derailment of the train. This hazard needs the fol-
lowing system safety constraint: (1) Trains must run within
limited speed. (2) Driver must know the correct limited speed
through different kinds of ways (e.g. IC cards and the scheduler
in duty). Then, according to the accident process introduced in Sec-
tion 3.1, the hierarchical control structure to enforce above two
constraints is shown in Fig. 4, and the safety-related requirements
and constraints for each controller are also listed below in Fig. 4.

Each controller in the control structure plays a role in enforcing
some safety constraints to prevent initial collapse. The Chinese
government is responsible for establishing guidelines and legisla-
tions to ensure railway safety. Guidelines are provided to the min-
istry of railways, but responsibilities for railways safety are
primarily delegated to each railway bureau. The ministry of rail-
ways is responsible for regulating and overseeing the safe opera-
tion of railway systems. They do this by passing laws and
adopting government policies and by providing budgets to each
railway bureau, such as Jinan railway bureau and Beijing railway
bureau. The railway bureaux (Jinan railway bureau, Beijing railway
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Fig. 4. The overall train operation control structure in the China–Jijiao railway accident and the safety-related requirements and constraints for each controller.
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bureau) have primary responsibility for regulating and for enforc-
ing legislations, regulations and policies that apply to the construc-
tion and operation of local railway systems. Each bureau has also
responsibility for continuing education requirements for staffs to
maintain competence as knowledge about railway safety, for
sending control command to each railway station, for changing
the speed limit sign beside the rails and for programming for the
LKJ transport monitor. Each railway station has responsibility for
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carefully implementing the ‘‘Vehicle Integrated Control” with the
passing trains and confirming the safe operation information
(including the control command issued by scheduler in local rail-
way bureau) with the drivers. The drivers have direct responsibil-
ity for the train safety. They operate the trains according to the
speed limit displayed on the LKJ transport monitor, the speed limit
signs beside the rails, and the control command issued by the
scheduler in local railway bureau. However, if they found some
problems endangering trains safety, they must reports to the
schedulers in Jinan railway bureau.

Together, the safety constraints enforced by all of these control-
lers must be adequate to enforce the overall safety constraints.
Understanding the first accident requires understanding the role
of each controller in the hierarchical control structure. The inade-
quate control (in terms of enforcing the safety constraints) exhib-
ited by each controller in the China–Jiaoji railways accident are
discussed in following subsections.

3.2.2. Driver
Most hazard analysis techniques and accident investigations

consider the immediate operators of the system. Fig. 5 shows the
results of a STAMP analysis of the flaws by train T195’s driver.
The safety requirements and constraints on the driver were that
they must notice the speed limit displayed on the LKJ transport
monitor and must operate the train according to that limit. How-
ever, the Beijing railway bureau received the control command
requiring to cancel the temporary speed limit (80 km/h, contained
in the control command 4240 issued in March) in that section
before receiving the file 154 (changing the speed limit to be
long-term limit), so the speed limit on train T195 in that section
displayed on the LJK transport monitor was changed to be
145 km/h.

Although the problem (inconsistency between the speed limit
on the LJK transport monitor and the actual speed limit) had been
found and the Jinan railway bureau issued new control command
4443 and 4444 requiring drivers to limit the speed to 80 km/h in
that section, this new control command was not sent to train
Fig. 5. The role of the train T19
T195. When train T195 approached to Wangcun railway station,
according to the regulations, the staffs in that station should care-
fully implement the ‘‘integrated vehicle control” and confirm the
actual speed limit with the driver. But due to their negligence,
the driver passed that station without knowing the actual speed
limit.

In addition, the speed limit signs beside the rail show the actual
speed limit, but the driver did not pay attention to that. There may
be several reasons for this mistake. First, due to busy operation
task, most train drivers in china should work for more than
200 h every month, even over 300 h, which cause their tiredness.
Moreover, there was only one driver operating at 4 o’clock in the
morning (the time of the accident) that is the most tiredness time
for human bodies. Second, it may be as result of his bad occupa-
tional habit. To ensure the train operated on schedule (If the train
is late, the driver will take responsibility for that and his salary will
be cut), drivers have to operate the train at a speed approached to
the speed limit. Especially in this accident, the train was late while
local scheduler in duty also asked him to do rush on the way, so the
driver paid more attention on the LKJ transport monitor and oper-
ated the train at the speed approaching to the speed limit. Third,
the diameter for the speed limit signs with yellow background
and black font was only 30 cm while the driver operated the train
at a speed 131 km/h, it is difficult to see clearly the signs. Forth, it is
the most important thing for the driver to pay much attention to all
speed limit signs besides the rails, but the driver did not take his
responsibility and ignored its importance, which was also due to
inadequate training.

Together, the driver did not know the actual speed limit while
the train was late, and then the driver thought operation at a high
speed according to the LJK transport monitor was safe, which
caused the accident happened.

3.2.3. Beijing railway bureau
Fig. 6 summarizes the role of Beijing Railway Bureau in the

accident. The Beijing Railway Bureau has primary responsibility
for programming for the LKJ transport monitor according to the
5’s driver in the accident.



Fig. 6. The role of the Beijing railway station in the accident.
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working diagram and control commands, confirming the context
of received files or control command with the sender, and estab-
lishing training requirements for train drivers. However, they re-
ceived the control command 4158 requiring to cancel the
temporary speed limit in that section before receiving the file
154, so the speed limit on train T195 in that section had been
programmed to be 145 km/h in the LJK transport monitor, which
was not the actual speed limit 80 km/h. But in fact, the control
command said: ‘‘According to the file 154 used for adjusting the
working diagram, from the time 0:00 on April 28, 2008, cancel
the control command 4240 issued on March 23, cancel the con-
trol command. . .” This command had referred to the file 154, Bei-
jing Railway bureau did not check the file 154 and then amended
the program for the LJK transport monitor so that the speed limit
in that section returned to be 145 km/h, which was one reason to
cause the accident.

3.2.4. Jinan railway bureau and Wangcun railway station
The accident happed in the place near the Wangcun railway sta-

tion dominated by the Jinan railway bureau. In this section, the role
of Jinan railway bureau and Wangcun railway station in the acci-
dent will be analyzed, as can be seen in the Fig. 7. Wangcun railway
station has responsibility for carefully implementing the ‘‘Vehicle
Integrated Control” with the driver. However, when train T195 ap-
proached to that station, the assistant did not confirm the actual
speed limit with the driver. According to the investigation, there
may be several reasons for this mistake. First, due to high traffic
density, there were more than 160 vehicles passing through the
Wangcun station per day. So the assistant had to implement the
‘‘Vehicle Integrated Control” with a driver every 9 min, even 2 or
3 min in the rush hour. This high workload increased the probabil-
ity that the assistant did not carefully implement the ‘‘Vehicle Inte-
grated Control” with the driver due to some subjective guess.
Second, there was a rumor to abolish the Jinan railway bureau,
some of which had been rectified. It made the people affiliated to
Jinan railway bureau feel nervous and could not concentrate on
their job. Third, due to inadequate training, the assistant ignored
the importance of confirming the actual speed limit with the
driver.

The assistant in Wangcun railway station did not intentionally
violate the rules and put the train T195 at risk. Before train T195
approached to the station, train T25 with the same vehicle type
had passed that section safely, and then the assistant thought train
T195 should also have received the control command from the
scheduler in duty in Jinan railway bureau and would be safe to pass
that section.
To analyze the role of Jinan railway bureau in the accident, the
discussion will be performed from two aspects. One is the Jinan
railway bureau operation while the other is the management. For
the former, they has primary responsibility for adjusting the work-
ing diagram according to the railway conditions, establishing a file
for the adjustment and sending the file to all relative railway bu-
reaux and administrations. However, the staff in the bureau ig-
nored the high priority of abiding by the guidelines and
regulations so that establishment process of the file 154 violated
the regulation. According to the regulation, they must send the file
154 to the ministry of railways for confirmation and then amend
the data for LJK transport monitor. But they did not do like that
and they also did not check whether others had received that file
so that the long-term speed limit in the accident section had not
been amended correctly. At the same time, the scheduler in Jinan
railway bureau thought the speed limit in that section had been
changed to long-term limit 80 km/h, and then another control
command to cancel the temporary speed limit in that section
had been issued, which finally caused the speed limit in LJK trans-
port monitor on train T195 was changed to 145 km/h. Although the
problem (inconsistency between the speed limit on the LJK trans-
port monitor and the actual speed limit) was found through the
feedback by other drivers and new control command 4443 and
4444 requiring the speed limit to 80 km/h at that section was is-
sued, this new command was forgotten to send to train T195. In
addition, the scheduler in duty contacted with the train T195’s dri-
ver through wireless phone, he did not clearly expressed his idea
such that the driver still did not know the actual speed limit when
the communication was over. These mistakes may be due to the
inadequate training or the rumor to abolish the Jinan railway sta-
tion, causing the staff in the bureau felt nervous and could not con-
centrate on their jobs. In addition, contacting with the driver only
through wireless phones was not very effective, due to the man-
made mistake, the wireless phones sometimes could not clearly
express the idea, so more effective means could have been
employed.

For the latter—Jinan railway bureau operation management,
they have primary responsibility for monitoring operations and
enforcing the legislation, regulations, and policies applying to safe
operation of local railway stations, establishing training require-
ments for all staffs in the bureau, establishing feedback channels
for problems found by drivers and the files and control commands
issued by the scheduler in Jinan railway bureau. But from the
above discussion, the disordered management indicated that they
had inadequate monitoring and supervision of the operations,
which may also be due to bad effect of the rumor. Moreover, the



Fig. 7. The role of the Jinan railway station and Wangcun railway station in the accident.
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Jinan railway bureau also did not perform adequate training to the
personnel so that the staffs either violated the regulations or did
not know the regulations. In addition, lacked feedback channels
were also one reason to cause the accident, i.e. the Jinan railway
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bureau did not track the sending state of the files and control com-
mands, and they also did not monitor whether the assistant in
Wangcun railway station carefully implement the ‘‘Vehicle Inte-
grated Control”.

3.2.5. Ministry of railways
Fig. 8 shows the role of ministry of railways in the accident. The

ministry of railways is responsible for establishing codes of respon-
sibilities, authority, and accountability for each railways adminis-
tration, providing oversight and feedback loops to ensure that
each railway administration is doing their job adequately, enacting
legislation, regulations and policies to protect the safe operation of
trains, and ensuring those in charge of each railway administration
are competent to carry out their responsibilities. However, the
ministry of railways had inadequate monitoring and supervision
of the safety management for Jinan railways administration and
did not carefully check the existing problems in Jinan railway bu-
reau. Three month before the accident, On January 23, 2008, a ma-
jor accident happened in Jiaoji railways, causing 18 fatalities and
nine injuries. The disordered management in Jinan railways bureau
was not found and curtly dealt with by the ministry of railways
such that the poor management was not improved, causing this
more major accident.

Moreover, the ministry had ignored the effect of the rumor of
abolishing the Jinan railway bureau and no further measures were
taken to reduce its bad effect, which caused all staffs in Jinan rail-
way bureau felt nervous and could not concentrate on their jobs.
Finally, as the traffic flows were increasing day by day, to ensure
their operation on schedule, the ministry required the driver to
operate the train at a speed approached to the speed limit, which
enhanced the accident probability.

In this section, based on the STAMP approach, the derailment of
train T195 has been analyzed and many causal factors have been
identified. The improvement measures will be discussed in next
subsection.

3.3. Improvement measures

In Section 3.2, based on the STAMP approach, the roles of each
controller in the control structure have been analyzed and many
causal factors have been identified. To prevent similar accident in
the future, some improvement measures proposed as follow can
be considered:

(1) Managers in all levels of railway system should strengthen
personnel training and railways safety culture should be
emphasized. Drivers, staffs or assistants in each railway sta-
Fig. 8. The role of ministry of
tion, schedulers and all other personnel in each railway
bureau should be more competent and more familiar with
their job responsibilities. They all should abide by regula-
tions with a high priority. For example, drivers must pay
much attention to speed limit signs; ‘‘Integrated Vehicle
Control” should be implemented strictly according to the
format requirements. The establishment process of impor-
tant files must be based on the regulations. In addition, Staffs
in some departments should not only know their own
responsibilities, but also know the responsibilities of other
departments. This will be helpful to deal with some prob-
lems related to many departments. For example, when
inconsistency between the speed limit on the LJK transport
monitor and the actual speed limit had been found, to find
out the cause, the scheduler can save a lot of time to find
the people responsible for amending speed limit on the LJK
transport monitor if he’s familiar with other departments’
responsibilities.

(2) More train drivers and more assistants responsible for ‘‘Inte-
grated Vehicle Control” are needed so that their workload
can be reduced, which can decrease the probabilities of mis-
takes or violations caused by tiredness.

(3) Some regulations should be added or modified. For example,
drivers should not be punished (cut salary) due only to
behind schedule, some punishment or encouragement poli-
cies must consider the principle—safety first. In addition, the
diameter, background color and font of speed limit signs
besides rails should be adjusted so that they are striking
and be easy for drivers to discern the contents.

(4) Ministry of railways and each railway bureau should pay
more adequate monitoring and supervision on safety man-
agement. Once an accident happened, appropriate method
should be used to analyze causal factors and then improve-
ment measures should be taken to avoid future one. In addi-
tion, all managers in all levels should never ignore the bad
effects of rumors and must take adequate measures to
reduce their influences.

(5) Many feedback or communication channels in the control
structure should be added or perfected. For example, the for-
mat of communication contents between driver and sched-
uler should be standardized so that ideas can be clearly
delivered during the communication; A software is needed
to automatically send all temporary control command to rel-
ative trains and these relative trains are determined by this
software; A special device can be designed on the train
which can show the actual speed limit when train enters a
section and this can be realized by cooperation with China
railways in the accident.



Fig. 9. The system hazards, the system safety constraints, the control structure and system component safety constraints in the second accident.
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Mobile. In addition, many feedback channel should be
added, such as a feedback channel should be established
by each bureau to check the content of each control com-
mand and each file from other bureaux; a feedback channel
should be established to track sending state of files and con-
trol commands; a feedback channel should be established to
monitor whether ‘‘Integrated Vehicle Control” has been
carefully implemented.
4. STAMP-based analysis on the second accident—collision
between train T195 and train 5034

4.1. Accident process

After train T195 derailed at 04:38 China Standard Time (CST) on
the inside (left) track around a bend, train 5034 from Yantai to
Xuzhou, coming from the other direction on the outside track, col-
lided with it at the K290 + 940 m mileage marker on the double
tracked Jiaoji Railway at approximately 04:41 CST.

When the T195’s driver operated the train to the accident site,
he felt the train tail shook and then tried to stop the train, but
found that the train had been ceased by itself. (This function has
been considered in the process of train design.) After checking
the train, he found the train had no net pressure, no wind pressure,
and no abnormity. According to the regulation, the driver must
count the number of carriages, and then he found some carriages
had separated. But he did not know these carriages had derailed
and toppled on the other rails.

The overturn of train T195 triggered the automatic short-circuit
device and all the signals in that zone became red, and then no
train can enter into that zone. But it is unfortunate that train
T195 had entered into that zone. The time was the pre-dawn dark-
ness while the maximum illumination distance of the head lamp
for train 5034 was about 300 m. Moreover, if train 5034 was



Fig. 10. Event sequences for the collision after the derailment of train T195.
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running at a speed 80 km/h, to stop the train through emergency
brake, the least braking distance should be 700 m. So emergency
brake was useless and it is too late when train 5034’s driver found
the hazard. Finally train 5034 collided with the toppled carriages of
train T195, increasing the number of injuries and fatalities.

4.2. Causal analysis

According to the procedure of STAMP-based accident analysis,
the system hazards, the system safety constraints, the control
structure and system component safety constraints have been
shown in the Fig. 9. The system hazard related to the second acci-
dent was that the overturn of train T195 cause a collision with
train 5034. This hazard leads to the following system safety con-
straints: the safety control structure must prevent the collision
with train T195 and the train 5034’s driver must stop the train be-
fore the collision.

For train T195’s driver, he has the responsibility for monitoring
the states and sites of all carriages and reporting the potential dan-
ger to the scheduler in duty in Jinan railway bureau and to neigh-
boring trains. However, when train 195 derailed, due to lacked
feedback to monitor the sites of all carriages, the driver did not
know the train had toppled on the other rails and did not report
the potential hazard to the local scheduler in duty and also did
not take any measures to inform train 5034 on the other rails. Fur-
ther, the Jinan railway bureau was also unaware of the potential
hazard and they didn’t send stop command to train 5034.

Although the automatic short-circuit device caused all signals in
that zone became red, it is unfortunate that the train had entered
that zone and the driver saw no signals. Because the braking sys-
tem of train 5034 only had limited capability, the driver could
not stop the train in time when he found the danger. Finally, the
second accident happened, causing more injuries and fatalities.

4.3. Improvement measures

In Section 4.2, based on the STAMP approach, the causal factors
in the second accident have been identified. To prevent similar
accident in the future, some improvement measures proposed as
follow can be taken:

(1) Many feedback or communication channels in the control
structure should be added. If train 5034 had a signal device,
which could reflect the state of the automatic short-circuit
device and forcibly stop the train when the driver does not
make an appropriate response, and then the train 5034
may be stopped in time and the second accident can be
avoided. In addition, if train T195 had a device to reflect
the states of all its carriages, and then he could find the
potential danger in time so that the Jinan railway bureau
could send new control command in time or train T195’s dri-
ver could take some measures to inform train 5034’s driver,
and finally the second accident may be avoided.

(2) Some devices on the train should be updating. For example,
head lamps should be replaced by more effective ones and
braking systems should be more capability so that the max-
imum illumination distance of head lamp is larger than
braking distance and then train can be stopped before
collision.
5. Modeling accident spreading process

From above analysis, it can be found that the second accident is
the spread of the first accident. To quantify the relationships be-
tween them, Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) method can be
used. This method needs to identify all possible accident event se-
quences leading to the accident and then take an appropriate mea-
sure to estimate the accident sequence. So the most important
thing is to find out accident occurrence conditions, whose correct-
ness has a large impact on the validity of analysis results. Usually,
the derivation of occurrence conditions depends on the subjective
judgment of system analyst and designers, which might cause an
error. To obtain an objective accident occurrence conditions, the
STAMP-based analysis is useful. From the control structure in
Fig. 9, train 5034 was directly affected by its driver and decisions
of 5034’s driver were influenced by three factors: the signals, the
Jinan railway bureau and train T195’s driver. To affect the decisions
of 5034’s driver, the Jinan railway bureau was through sending
control commands and T195’s driver was by use of warning. So
there are totally four factors leading to the second accident after
the first accident happened. They are respectively, the signals,
the Jinan railway bureau, train T195’s driver and train 5034’s dri-
ver. According to these factors, the relationship between the two
accidents can be described by the event tree in the Fig. 10.

In the China–Jijiao railway accident, accident event sequences
leading to the second accident were the lowest case in the
Fig. 10, namely, derailment of train T195—signals turn red—driver
did not detect the red signals—driver did not receive control
command—driver did not notice warning by train 5034’s driver—
driver makes emergency stop, but it is pity that it is too late for
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the driver to find the danger while the braking system was incapa-
bility, finally, the second accident happened. By use of event tree,
we can further calculate the probability of occurrence of the sec-
ond accident after the first accident happened, and then it is possi-
ble to analyze the accident spreading, and further be useful to
accident response management and design safer system in a board
sense.
6. Conclusion

Each hazard analysis technique is based on a model of accident
causation. Most of traditional accident models view accidents as
resulting from a chain or sequence of events, such models are usu-
ally used to assign blame for the accident and ineffective to prevent
future ones. Just as the example investigated in this paper,
although some people in the China–Jijiao railway accident have
been arrested for their errors, it is ineffective to prevent future
one so that another accident happened about half a year latter
on October 13, 2008. The STAMP model based on basic system the-
ory concepts is effective to understand why accidents happened so
that many improvement measures can be found to prevent future
ones.

In this paper, taking the China–Jiaoji railway accident happened
on April 28, 2008 as an example, the STAMP-based accident anal-
ysis method has been used to analyze railway accident. Some
improvement measures have been proposed after the discussion.
Moreover, the occurrence of one accident can cause many other
accidents happen, this paper has analyzed the spreading process
and their relationships have been modeled. The quantitative anal-
ysis on the spreading probability is the next step in this research.
When the interaction can be quantified, then the accident spread-
ing process can be analyzed in a broad sense, which will be helpful
to design constraints to prevent the spreading and establish effec-
tive emergent measures for accident response management.
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